A DARPA Approach to Trusted Microelectronics

Background

To ensure the integrity of critical military systems, Department of Defense Instruction (DoDI) 5200.44 requires that DoD manage risks to the supply and security of certain microelectronic components. Under this Instruction, DoD must provide specific protections—including detecting, avoiding, and mitigating potential threats—based on a component’s military importance (criticality). The security environment is fluid, however. Variations in the use and importance of each device, changes in the supplier base, new adversary threats, and the availability of effective threat countermeasures each drive changes in DoD’s security needs. Further, no single security solution can provide complete protection for the full range of critical components. That level of protection will take a flexible, technologically-driven, portfolio-based approach to addressing the risks faced.

To evaluate the required protections, the following examination considers DoD microelectronics needs, commercial trends, the microelectronics supply chain, existing threats and vulnerabilities, and ongoing challenges in the current acquisition and security framework. Although this examination primarily covers hardware security during component fabrication and assembly, certain technology solutions could apply across the acquisition process, including in technology development, deployment, and operation.

Demand for military microelectronics

Both the Department of Defense and its foreign military competitors demand access to advanced microelectronics. The Americas comprised more than half of the $3.1 billion market for military and aerospace electronic devices in 2011. Within DoD, these devices support nearly all critical capabilities, among them the global positioning system, radar, command and control, and communications. Demand for defense-related electronics is global, however; foreign governments are bolstering their access to leading-edge microelectronics and leveraging readily available commercial devices for military use.

Although many DoD systems rely on older 90-nanometer (nm) or 130-nm technologies, leading-edge microelectronics offer specific, military-relevant advantages to DoD and its foreign competitors. Today’s advanced IC technologies—which generally offer smaller feature (subcomponent) sizes, increased performance, and greater capability—will prove critical to achieving stringent military size, weight, and power (SWaP) requirements. Compared to 90-nm and 130-nm technologies, leading-edge technologies (with feature sizes below 90-nm) could offer a tenfold increase in power efficiency for computational tasks [Figure 1]. These technologies also could enable DoD to increase the range and flexibility of communication and electronic warfare systems and to benefit from developments in big data and machine learning. Several leading-edge ASICs under development at DARPA are intended to deliver revolutionary warfighter capabilities. These ASICs could distinguish and classify radiofrequency signals for 180 hours using a cellphone battery, capture and analyze unprecedented volumes of RF data at high speeds, enable real-time
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machine learning on small platforms, and allow a single camera to collect varied data across multiple locations.
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Figure 1. More advanced technologies with smaller feature sizes can offer significant SWaP and performance improvements.5

**Adopting these newer technologies can help DoD protect against potential threats and maintain an advantage against competitors.** Due to the complexity of newer IC technologies, the security threats from reverse engineering, counterfeiting, or cloning are each less pronounced for more advanced microelectronics. Rapid access to leading-edge ICs can also facilitate repeated upgrading of military systems to meet new challenges. As a result, DoD must balance the need for advanced, commercially supported electronics against the security implications of slow-to-update, government-specific IC technologies.

**DoD’s small market size limits its ability to influence commercial microelectronics firms and imposes unique security and performance requirements that differ from common business practices.**6 Despite its historical importance to the microelectronics sector, DoD today represents less than 1% of sales revenue of the $335 billion commercial global semiconductor industry.7 Unlike commercial products such as mobile communications and consumer electronics, which drive large production volumes and emphasize yearly upgrades, DoD generally requires low production volumes for devices that could remain in use for decades. DoD often also has unique requirements for radiation tolerance, security, and survivability.8 As a result, only one leading-edge supplier, IBM Microelectronics, offered to meet DoD’s request for a long-term military
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5 Data collected by DARPA from International Solid-State Circuits Conference Papers (2010 – 2013) and other sources.
7 Ibid.
microelectronics fabrication contract in the early 2000s. IBM later exited the microelectronics fabrication business entirely. Similar concerns about the availability of fabrication partners exist for non-ASIC electronics alternatives such as field programmable gate arrays (FPGA).

**Commercial microelectronics trends**

*Fabrication at the leading edge increasingly relies on a limited number of highly consolidated, global multinational commercial firms, many of which operate in the United States.* In 2015, the semiconductor industry announced or completed more than $100 billion in mergers and acquisitions, including the sale of DoD’s most advanced trusted fabrication supplier, IBM Microelectronics. Today, only four companies maintain semiconductor fabrication (foundry) capabilities at 14-nm, the most advanced available feature size: U.S.-based Intel Corporation; Taiwan-based Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company (TSMC); South Korea-based Samsung; and U.S.-based but Abu Dhabi-owned GlobalFoundries [Figure 2]. Three out of the five 14-nm foundries, however, operate within the United States, including the IBM facilities now owned by GlobalFoundries.

![Figure 2. Three of the five leading-edge 14-nm foundries operate within the United States.](image)

High start-up costs, competition for new technologies, and a demand for improved profits will likely drive continued merger activity, further reducing the number of available suppliers. At the leading edge, semiconductor industry competition requires massive investments both in research and development and...
in foundry construction. Construction costs alone for a new state-of-the-art fabrication plant can exceed $15 billion.\textsuperscript{12} Such high start-up costs could not only limit the number of firms providing foundry services but also encourage foundries to prioritize customers that, unlike DoD, demand high manufacturing volumes and drive large revenues. These and other concerns have led DoD to consider methods of bolstering its current trusted supplier policy, which has traditionally relied on domestically-owned and -operated facilities.\textsuperscript{13}

Over the next decade, the commercial market will continue to pursue increasingly capable technologies with smaller feature sizes. Semiconductor manufacturers GlobalFoundries, TSMC, Intel Corporation, and Samsung have each announced plans to produce new 10-nm or 7-nm technologies within the next two years and to thereby provide significantly improved device performance and capabilities.\textsuperscript{14} In May 2017, Samsung announced a semiconductor roadmap that included technologies from 8nm down to 4nm—enabled by extreme ultraviolet lithography—and fully depleted silicon-on-insulator (FD-SOI) technology at 18-nm.\textsuperscript{15} The power efficiency requirements of smartphones and Internet of Things (IoT) applications, which are increasingly driving large yearly demands, are anticipated to foster continued interest in these leading-edge technologies.\textsuperscript{16} Insufficient alignment between DoD and the commercial sector, in part due to trust concerns, could make these advances inaccessible to the military.

Advancing beyond 14-nm feature sizes could continue to reshape the microelectronics industry, stressing even the largest firms and emphasizing the need for specialized ICs. New IC generations will likely become available later than predicted under Moore’s Law, which had correctly forecast the rapid pace of transistor miniaturization for the past half century.\textsuperscript{17} Successive generations could prove even more delayed due to increasing production difficulties and high costs. These challenges may well lead to a declining emphasis on generalized IC solutions—which have exploited the rapid improvements available under Moore’s Law—and instead emphasize specialized ICs with more specific performance benefits. DoD policies and acquisition strategies must therefore support engagement with the multinational commercial firms most able to produce specialized ICs near the leading edge. Among the DoD-relevant technologies and capabilities that could be improved by access to such circuits are machine learning, data sorting for recognition of events, and countering electromagnetic threats.

DoD and the microelectronics supply chain

DoD’s microelectronics acquisition relies heavily on the commercial sector; acquiring military-customized ASICs, however, can require closer coordination with vendors than would be expected with commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) products. This coordination, intended to ensure ASIC security and performance, can add new requirements to each phase of the microelectronics acquisition lifecycle [Figure 3]. DoD size, weight, power, and performance requirements, for instance, drive the selection of new and existing circuit intellectual property (IP) blocks during ASIC design. DoD security considerations may also impact the selection of ASIC fabrication and assembly locations, where several hundred unique steps can place more than

a billion transistors onto silicon chips and combine them into larger devices.\textsuperscript{18} During ASIC deployment and integration, unique DoD needs may further necessitate additional steps to customize (or personalize) electronics before they are integrated into military systems. Finally, DoD may pursue additional requirements for the operation, repair, replacement, and disposal of its electronics.

Figure 3. In this simplified microelectronics acquisition lifecycle, components move from design to operation.\textsuperscript{19}

To ensure the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of its microelectronics, DoD must consider and contend with several potential risks. Several groups—including the Department of Homeland Security, National Institute of Standards and Technology, Government Accountability Office, and MITRE—have enumerated risks and vulnerabilities to securely acquiring DoD electronics and, more broadly, government information and communications technology (ICT). The respective reports detail threats from both malicious and negligent actors and the vulnerabilities that these actors could attempt to exploit. Within DoD, risks to microelectronics fabrication and assembly have received particular focus. Risks to fabrication and assembly could include the loss of sensitive information, introduction of fraudulent products, insertion of malicious hardware, failures in quality and reliability, and loss of access to electronic components.

Loss of information: Loss-of-information threats involve the unauthorized extraction of sensitive and/or critical program information (CPI) or IP from a design, template (photomask), or manufactured electronic device. Malicious or negligent agents can facilitate CPI loss during fabrication and assembly through the unauthorized production of sensitive hardware or through hardware theft. Known or expected attack types could include:

- Hardware theft: the unauthorized removal of genuine electronic parts (including from a manufacturing or assembly facility), potentially to facilitate IP theft or reverse engineering\textsuperscript{20}
- IP theft: the unlawful acquisition of classified, trade secret, or proprietary information associated with microelectronics designs or hardware
- Reverse engineering: actions to determine the underlying structure, function, and composition of a device for the purpose of replicating or defeating the device\textsuperscript{21}

Fraudulent products: Fraudulent product threats involve the introduction of counterfeit or unauthorized microelectronics into DoD’s supply chain. Fraudulent products include relabeled, recycled, cloned, defective, or out-of-specification devices. Malicious actors could also destroy, damage, or stress hardware (i.e. through

\textsuperscript{19} In DoD’s acquisition lifecycle, this would include material solution analysis, technology maturation and risk reduction, engineering and manufacturing development, production and deployment, and operations and support.
heating), leading to unexpected and premature hardware failure. Known attack or expected attack vectors could include:

- Counterfeiting: the misrepresentation of an unlawfully reproduced part as being authentic and unmodified, potentially by incorporating components of legitimate but discarded devices
- Cloning: the creation of an exact copy of a genuine part outside of the control of the authorized manufacturer, potentially enabled by IP theft or reverse engineering
- Unauthorized production: the manufacture of microelectronic components by a legitimate supplier without DoD’s permission, an act that can threaten the loss of CPI

Malicious insertion: Malicious insertion threats involve the intentional introduction of defects or malicious functions into a photomask or into an individual IC. These defects or functions could permit unauthorized control of a DoD system, unauthorized access to secure logic and data, or mission failure. Malicious insertion threats tend to require advanced knowledge about the targeted system. Known or expected attack vectors could include:

- Design alteration: the modification of a product’s specifications, design documents, or physical design to create system weaknesses
- Hardware Trojans: the addition or bypassing of IC logic to enable malicious actions such as disabling encryption or enabling an externally-triggered device failure

Quality and reliability failures: Quality issues, which result from product defects and inadequacies introduced either maliciously or through negligence, can lead to system vulnerabilities or degraded life-cycle performance. Reliability issues, which may not necessarily result from an attack, can yield hardware failures in military-specific environments. Both quality and reliability failures risk compromising unique DoD electronics requirements such as operating lifetime, temperature range, and radiation survivability.

Loss of access: Loss-of-access threats result in DoD having limited or no access to a particular component. Though not specifically a threat to a component’s function, loss of access risks DoD’s ability to maintain critical systems or to upgrade them in response to new or evolving dangers. Known or expected attack vectors could include:

- Obsolescence: the lack of availability of a particular component, potentially as a supplier ceases producing or supporting the component due to commercial pressures, new versions, etc.
- Supplier loss: the inaccessibility of a particular supplier, potentially due to the supplier’s closure or acquisition

• Other supply chain risks: the disruption of a component’s production and delivery, potentially due to geopolitical conflicts or natural disasters

**To protect DoD capabilities, DoD Instruction (DoDI) 5200.44 requires that DoD apply tailored risk management, based on a system’s criticality, throughout the microelectronics acquisition lifecycle.** DoDI 5200.44 applies to all information and weapons systems that are determined critical by a DoD acquisition executive or that highly impact the security objectives of confidentiality, integrity, and availability. The Instruction also applies to national security systems, which by definition are integral to weapons systems or to military and intelligence missions and activities. Speically, DoD requires that risk management techniques help 1) prevent or reduce the likelihood of harmful components entering the supply chain, eliminate vulnerabilities, or make threats more difficult to execute; 2) detect compromised microelectronics; or 3) respond to a compromise by mitigating potential consequences.

For the prevention of threats occurring in the fabrication phase, available or proposed countermeasures include:

• The use of trusted vendors accredited by the Defense Microelectronics Activity (DMEA)
• Domestic, DoD, or Five Eye ownership of suppliers
• Purchasing sensitive equipment via anonymous buys in order to conceal a DoD connection

For the detection of threats occurring in the fabrication phase, available or proposed countermeasures include:

• Visual inspection of ICs to spot counterfeit or stressed hardware
• Validation of ICs and photomasks to a known, trusted design
• Electromagnetic or thermal analysis to spot counterfeit or altered hardware

For the response to threats occurring in the fabrication phase, available or proposed countermeasures include:

• Mandatory reporting of suspected fraudulent products
• Identifying multiple suppliers to allow for switching between component sources
• Maintaining an inventory of spares to combat obsolescence

**Globalization and other semiconductor industry trends present a challenge to the traditional DoDI 5200.44 threat prevention model.** Under the current security approach, DoD relies on trusted suppliers when acquiring custom ASICs for a DoD end use. This system, which predominantly depends on domestically-owned and -operated facilities, helps to prevent fraudulent product, loss of information, malicious insertion, loss of access, and other risks. As of 2016, however, none of the global multinational firms that manufacture leading-edge 28-nm or 14-nm devices have achieved trusted supplier status for those devices. Moreover, a 2009 DoD report on trusted defense systems concluded that “there is no way to return to a supplier base of ‘all-American’ companies for the Department’s [ICT].” The report also concluded that such an approach was
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30 DoD’s trust approach allows for accreditation of companies from countries within the Five Eye security alliance, namely Australia, Canada, New Zealand, the United Kingdom, and the United States. Only one non-U.S. facility providing foundry services and one non-U.S. facility providing packaging services has been accredited to date.
“neither ideal nor financially feasible on a large scale for a majority of the purposes for which ICT is intended.”

One proposed remedy for securing the supply chain, constructing DoD-owned foundries, would likely prove prohibitively expensive. Average construction costs for a leading-edge foundry are expected to reach $15 - $20 billion by 2020. Expected operating costs could also exceed several billion dollars annually, not including significant upgrade expenses. Due to low DoD-demand, a DoD-owned, state-of-the-art foundry would struggle to achieve the volumes required to offset these costs. Further, DoD-owned foundries would not necessarily be immune to security risk.
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